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A new challenge lies ahead

15

‣ Are we using the most up-2-date approaches ? 
- are there smarter kids out there?  

- we never know if we do not ask! 

‣ HEP pattern recognition 
techniques are more  
than 25 years old 
- machine learning  

techniques are flooding  
the market 

- are they suitable for our 
complex problems ?

When%Particle&Physics challenges%Machine&Learning

Physics eScience

Tutorial&:&&4:00pm%March%20%2018
Location:WRF%Data%Studio,%6th Floor%PAB
Event&URL:&https://goo.gl/rdyUPx

March&20&to&March&21&2018



More	have	been	hacking	but	did not	dare to	submit
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Honorable	mention

Cheng	Ni
Universityof	Washington	

Sophomore

Jakub	Filipek
Universityof	Washington	

Freshman

Karolos Potamianos
DESY
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Best	debuggers
Hyperbelle KIT	team

Nils	Braun,	Felix	Metzner
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Runner up

MircoHünnefeld
TU	Dortmund
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Winners
University of	British	Columbia	

team

Felix	Cormier,	Sébastien	Rettie



What happens next
• This	hackathonwas put	quickly together as	a	teaser	of	TrackMLchallenge	
on	Kaggle to	open	in	April
• Watch	this	space	https://sites.google.com/site/trackmlparticle/ and	that	
space	https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identificationand	that	
one	https://twitter.com/trackmllhc (we	will	also	annouce it	through	CTD	
2018	indico)
• Whatever you have	learned will be useful to	your participation	to	TrackML
• Lots	of	feedback	useful to	us,	towards simplification,	and	better
documentation
• Since this was « just »	a	teaser	for	TrackML :	no	proceedingarticle,	no	
release	of	the	dataset
• Good	luck for	TrackML!


